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OGMCOAL DNR <ogmcoal@utah.gov>

Re: Castle Valley Waste Rock Site, C/015/0036, Task #6281 
1 message

Steve Christensen <stevechristensen@utah.gov> Tue, Jun 1, 2021 at 9:03 AM
To: Miles Stephens <miles.stephens@gentrymining.com>
Cc: OGMCOAL DNR <ogmcoal@utah.gov>, Justin Eatchel <jeatchel@utah.gov>, Priscilla Burton <priscillaburton@utah.gov>

Good morning,

Your deadline extension request to June 15th is granted.  The bonding errors you discussed can be sorted out with
through the review process of your mid-term response.  Thanks for the update.

Steve

On Fri, May 28, 2021 at 2:39 PM Miles Stephens <miles.stephens@gentrymining.com> wrote: 

Steve,

 

After my initial review of the deficiency relating to the bond, it has come to my attention that the calculation of the
current required bond amount of $821,000 is significantly incorrect (too high).  For example, the Earthwork Costs
summary on page 8-3 indicates that Reclaim Channel 5 (RC-5) will cost $62,435, whereas Reclaim Channel 6 (RC-6)
will cost only $3,994 even though the two reclaim channels are not significantly different.  This error appears to due to
incorrect unit conversions (i.e. cubic feet vs. cubic yards) in the detailed calculations.  There appear to be
miscalculations on other reclaim channels as well.  I will be conducting a thorough review of the bond requirements, but
I anticipate that the current posted bond amount of $821,000 will be sufficient even after applying an updated 5-year
escalation rate of 2.69% to the corrected bond amount.

 

In light of this, I am requesting to have the May 30, 2021 deadline be extended to June 15, 2021.

 

Thanks,

 

Miles Stephens

Mine Engineer

Ph.: (435) 687-5475

Direct: (435) 687-2178

PO Box 475

5550 West Bear Canyon Rd.

Huntington, UT 84528

mailto:miles.stephens@gentrymining.com
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CONFIDENTIALITY: 
This message and any attachments may contain legally privileged and/or sensitive information. Any unapproved disclosure, use or dissemination
of this e-mail message or its contents, either in whole or in part, is not permitted. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail message,
kindly notify the sender and then securely dispose of it.

 

--  
Steve Christensen, Coal Program Manager 
Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 
1594 W North Temple, Suite 1210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
(801) 538-5350 w
(385) 290-9937 c
stevechristensen@utah.gov 
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